
The JFK Jr. Tragedy 
 

The news of JFK Jr.'s plane missing on Friday 17th July 1999 was as shocking to the world as 
the fatal accident of Princess Diana two years ago. It is an excellent exercise for astrologers. 
JFK Jr. was born on 25th November 1960 at 00:22 in Washington DC. His Four Pillars are: 

   Hour    Day    Month    Year 

  +Metal 
  Rat 
  (-Water) 

  -Fire 
  Snake 
  (+Fire,+Earth,+Metal) 

  -Fire 
  Pig 
  (+Water,+Wood) 

  +Metal 
  Rat 
  (-Water) 

His Luck Pillars are: 

   34-43    24-33    14-23    04-13 

  -Metal 
  Rabbit 

  +Metal 
  Tiger 

  -Earth 
  Ox 

  +Earth 
  Rat 

He was born in a season of weak Fire. The Snake in the Day Branch appears to provide him 
with root. However, the Snake and the Pig clash, and the Pig (Water) is the obvious winner. 
This is because Water controls Fire and the month of birth indicates strong Water and weak 
Fire. This eliminates the root of Fire. The -Fire on the Month Pillar will also be considered 
having no root. Water is the dominating element. It is further enhanced by a lot of Metal. The 
Day Master is extremely weak and it has to follow Power for survival. Since there is no Water 
on the stems, and since there is a clashed Snake in a branch, it is not a "Real Follow Power 
Type" of chart. We call such a chart the "Fake Follow Power Type". 

For a Follow Power Type, the useful element is Power, and Wealth is also favorable. In this 
case, Water is most useful for JFK Jr., Metal is favorable. Since he has to follow Water, he has 
to give up his own identity - Fire. Fire and Wood will be unfavorable to him because these help 
to restore his own identity. 

The difference between a Real Follow Type and a Fake Follow Type is that for a Fake Follow 
Type, when the unfavorable elements come in a ten year period or a year, a month or a day, 
it is dangerous, not just less lucky. If it is serious, it may be life threatening. 

For a Follow Power Type of person, the best way of life is to seek power and enter into politics. 
Unfortunately, JFK Jr. decided not to. This may be due to the fact that his type is Fake Follow 
Power and he does not want to follow power really. This is against Heaven Luck. 

Let us examine his Luck Pillars. Before this, let us see what his Month Pillar indicates. The 
month pillar is also called the Parents Palace. Fire on the Stem is unfavorable but Water in the 
branch is favorable although it also contains Wood that is unfavorable to him. This has a strong 
indication that he could not get his love from one of his parents, and this is most probably his 
father. His mother loves him but part of her energy is given to the Wood in the same branch. 
This fits the scenario. His father, President John F. Kennedy was assassinated when the Junior 



was only three. His mother raised him but she remarried and devoted part of her love to her 
new husband. 

His first luck pillar +Earth Rat is quite favorable, as water is good for him. Earth that represents 
his intelligence and performance is also favorable. His childhood is, after all, not bad. He was 
loved by a lot of people and they treated him like a prince. 

His second luck pillar -Earth Ox is even better. This is because the branches Pig and Rat in his 
four pillars combine with the Ox to form the North direction combination. It is a very strong 
Water combination. These were his happy years. 

His third luck pillar +Metal Tiger is half-good and half-bad. The stem +Metal is favorable. The 
branch contains his unfavorable elements Wood and Fire. Fortunately, the Tiger combines 
with the Pig in his month branch and did not bring him anything too evil. It hinders his 
performance but it is at least not dangerous. 

The real danger comes in the luck period from 34 to 43. The -Metal is still favorable. He may 
be doing all right in the beginning of this period. The branch Rabbit is purely Wood. It is 
dangerous. He is lured away from Power, which he has to follow. Probably his wife Carolyn is 
also Fire and he is attracted back to recover his own identity. He may give up seeking power. 
This is dangerous. In fact, he has abandoned the idea of getting into politics. This puts him 
back to his own chosen path. 

Let us see what happened on 17th July 1999. The three pillars are: 

   Day    Month    Year 

  +Metal 
  Horse 

  -Metal 
  Goat 

  -Earth 
  Rabbit 

The Goat and Rabbit combine with the Pig in his month branch to form a Wood Frame. This is 
detrimental. Although the stems are all favorable, the Wood Frame combination also breaks 
the bond between the Pig and the Snake. The Snake is set free and this restores his identity 
being a Fire person assisted by another Fire on the month stem. The Horse is also unfavorable 
and destroys the Metal above. We can expect real danger, and it is life threatening. The tragic 
accident is no coincidence. 

 



 

 

Joseph Yu B.Sc. 余若愚 was born during the second world war in a small village in South China. He 

spent his childhood as a country boy and did not receive any formal education until he came to Hong 

Kong at the age of eleven. A lot of people suggest to him that he should create a story of learning 

Astrology and Feng Shui in early childhood from a monk as do many a famous Feng Shui Master. He 

prefers to tell the truth. 

Yu studied Mathematics and Physics in the University of Hong Kong in the early 1960's. He abhorred 

all kinds of superstition and vowed to destroy such absurd beliefs of ignorant people. He then 

frequented libraries, trying to find fault with Astrology and Feng Shui from ancient books. The deeper 

he went into the subject, the more excited he became about the rich legacy of ancient Chinese culture. 

 

Whether or not to become a professional astrologer and geomancer or continue in the fields of 

mathematics and physics, became a constant dilemma. Astrology and Feng Shui have been viewed as 

superstition by their skeptics. Astrologers and Feng Shui masters have been linked with fraud for 

centuries. 

 

Someone wrote in his book, "If more knowledgeable men provide true Astrology and Feng Shui 

services, the ignorant and fake 'professionals' will vanish." Sharing the same view, Yu decided to 

provide useful services and correspondence courses at an affordable price. 

While Joseph Yu was a mathematics teacher after his graduation, he was lucky to have as his neighbor 

one old Feng Shui master. This old master was very kind to disclose a lot of secrets of the five arts to 

him even though he was not one of the old master's apprentices. 

In one Chinese New Year party at the old master's home, the master said to his disciples, "This young 

man, though not officially under my care, has learned more than most of you because he has a logical 

mind and dares to argue with me on various issues." 

The old master passed away a few months later. Joseph Yu did not feel comfortable in the company of 

the disciples of this good master. He is grateful, but circumstances make it impossible to express his 

gratitude towards the master who passed on to him a lot of invaluable knowledge. 

This article was published in Master 

Joseph’s Yu website: 

https://www.astro-fengshui.com  
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